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INSTITUTIONAL FAILURE:
OUR NATION’S GREATEST THREAT?
We have written before about institutional
failure (IF), but always within the specific framework
of one issue. As time passes and the quality of our
government continues its deterioration, IF can be seen
as one of its primary causes. It has spread its reach
and accelerated its pace to the degree that, if we are to
honestly evaluate our present national circumstance,
it must now be recognized as a major force, rather than
a few unrelated instances.
Today, IF has occurred in every part of our
government, in both its elected offices and the
administrative bureaucracies and departments we have
created to implement our policies.
But it is not our government alone that has
built IF to its present level of peril. Far from it, as
government’s role, perhaps in a “me too” response,
has been extended to a surprising number of other
institutions — media, economic, and even military.
IF in our society is ubiquitous. It touches all of
us, like an invisible, odorless lethal gas, but where are
the canaries’ warnings? We seem anaesthetized by its
frequency and steady repetition. Perhaps our national
psyche blocks it out and considers that we are immune
to its presence or consequences.
If so, we do ourselves a great disservice.

There was such extensive IF during the two Bush II
administrations that it would be natural to expect that
we would do better under Obama, but it is too soon to
tell and early indications suggest that treating IF will
not enjoy priority in his political agenda.
In fairness, as he has been faced with the need to
come up with more damage control than most presidents
and the big issues that lie ahead are extremely divisive
ones, it is unlikely that he could find the political will
and capital required to energize a national recognition
of IF.

*

*

*

No inquiry into IF could be considered
meaningful without laying most of the fault in the laps
and halls of our Congress. Quite simply, our elected
legislative branch has been the major source for our
country’s growing IF. Nothing can come close to what it
has wrought, by omission or commission. Like Everest,
it is unique and stands above all others.
The Congress is charged with helping to shape
the president’s budget and then translating it into
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legislation and, finally, actual funding.
This is one of its primary national duties,
like the exercise of its taxation or national
security responsibilities.
In the last half century a
variety of congresses has overseen the
transformation of the US from the world’s
largest creditor to its foremost debtor.
There is an unreal, or perhaps surreal,
feeling to such a massive role reversal.
And yet it happened and we are witnesses.
There are several explanations, but they
offer little solace when we recognize
what we have allowed.
There is, as always now, the
Ideological Imperative (II) to be
considered. Each political party will
blame the other and both will cloak their
actions in ideology that is claimed to
derive from our political founding and
subsequent history.
The next most frequent and fervid
explanation is that of representing
the particular needs of local, state or
regional constituencies. But this is as
hollow and even more self-serving than
the II. Today’s truth of congressional
representation is that it is mostly attached
to reelection, funding for local projects,
and the inclusion and service of “special
interests” in federal programs.
A better, and more realistic,
explanation is that our many congresses
and their members underwent a separation
from fiscal reality as the sums under their
control grew from millions to billions
to trillions. They seem to have operated
under the illusion that America’s wealth
was endless and theirs to disburse in
any and all ways they might wish. This,
of course, was greatly facilitated by the
use of “ear-marks” by which funding in
amounts ranging from small to obscene
was inserted in legislation without any
indication of its source.
Congress’ role as steward of our
national wealth was checked in the cloakroom and not allowed “on the floor”
except for the fleeting and rare moments
of a trophy appearance.
When we discard the surreal
atmosphere in which fifty years of
congressional
mismanagement
has
occurred, we face the shock of our having
spent our way from balanced budgets,
surpluses and a debt-free economy to
continually increasing budgetary and



trade deficits, to a recognized national
debt of close to $12 trillion that is
expected to reach $20 trillion in the next
decade and to total debt and/or unfunded
obligations in the range of $50 to $100
trillion.
As shocking as these amounts are,
in the tale of our descent into managerial
madness they are minor in relation to the
sense of national betrayal that emanates
from Congress’ abandonment of its
stewardship responsibility.
Looking at our financial position
today, the US is probably facing insolvency.
The voices in Congress and at the Obama
White House and Treasury tell us things
will get better and that in ten years the
deficits will have slowed and stopped, but
such predictions are based on extremely
serene circumstances.
Reality is different. It may include
unplanned wars, pandemics, natural or
nuclear disasters or public health crises.
These are not events that can be forecast,
but they are possible, as are others,
and could render useless our financial
projections.
Without any cushion, or reserves,
and with our credibility in doubt at home
and abroad, the outlines of our future
may be left to chance, or to our friends
or enemies.
In our twenty-first century, with
its political, environmental, religious and
social equilibrium all diminishing, our
position is not one to be preferred. There
are those who think it is improved by our
superpower status. The truth is quite the
opposite.

*

*

*

Another area of Congressional
failure has been its treatment of the
immigration problem, most notably
its unwillingness to enforce existing
legislation which has been repeatedly
supported by polls that show a majority
of about 65%-70% in favor of reducing
immigration.
This selective law
enforcement is the result of large and
steady contributions to members of
Congress by immigrants’ rights groups.
Attempts were made during the

Bush administration to rewrite present immigration law,
but a strong expression of public interest in opposition
killed that effort. As a result, the law remains, but is
not observed. And in the past, even when legislative
action has been possible as with border enforcement,
Congress has refused to fund the law it has enacted.
This is a poisonous situation which has existed
for twenty-five years. Obama has expressed his
intention to pass a new immigration bill in 2010. It
will be interesting to see how the various participants
identify and align themselves.
As immigration has grown and become a more
divisive issue in our society, local sanctuary laws have
been passed that often conflict with federal law. In Los
Angeles local regulations prohibit police officers from
contacting federal immigration officers regarding a
suspect’s status and often from making a direct inquiry
to the suspect.
Such political accommodation can be readily
found in communities with high immigrant population
densities. While it can be useful “on the street”, it
is contrary to our Constitution. What Congress fails
to understand in the matter of local law conflict is
that it is a direct result of Congress’ failure to honor
its own laws. And even with as specific a matter as
immigration, this failure spreads through our society
and resurfaces in other forms of corruption such as
labor, tax, documentation and credit fraud.

*

*

return. The possibility of protective action by the SEC
certainly seems clear and called for, especially as it had
been contacted in writing and in detail by an informant
who alerted it to Madoff’s means and methods.

“. . . the SEC struck out!”

Armed with this information and the substantial
reach, staff and authority of our government, the
SEC struck out! It visited Madoff’s offices on a few
occasions, but asked no tough questions nor requested
the proper documentation.
Madoff continued his scam until his “take”
reached about $75 billion when an investor’s demand
for a return of funds caused a complete collapse. So
inept was the SEC procedure that Madoff was able to
cite its inquiry as proof of his operation’s soundness
and legitimacy.
In the IF hall of fame the SEC/Madoff affair
occupies a very prominent place.

*

*

But our Congress is not alone in its failure to
protect. Consider the Federal Reserve System which
was established in 1913 to rid the country’s economic
system of the sudden and severe “panics” that struck
often and without warning during the nineteenth
century. These were liquidity crises that wreaked
havoc with a system composed mostly of independent
banks in the small towns and cities of our emerging
nation and that had at their disposal only rudimentary
forms of communication and control.

*

Not much further than a stone’s throw, or a
whistle’s blow, from where our Congress sits are the
offices of the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC).
There, well paid lawyers practice what has become
a highly specific area of our legal code relative to
the issuance and trading of the nation’s corporate
securities.
The SEC was established to combat the laxity
and abuses in our financial markets that had flowered
in the late nineteenth century and which contributed
in a major way to the severity of the 1929 stock market
collapse.
The function of the SEC was regulatory
protection for those who owned or traded securities.
Charged with leveling a field that had a pronounced
tilt, it early and frequently found itself in conflict
with Wall Street interests which, however, over time
came to accept its presence.
Repeat: The sole purpose of the SEC’s regulatory
function is to protect the investing public. Enter
Bernie Madoff who aimed to attract real money from
real investors by offering phony results and rates of

*

“Who were these founders?
They were the heads of the largest
Wall Street banks.”

Looking back across the century behind them,
the founders of the Fed put together a proposed system
that would hopefully even out the painful swings (and
bank failures) caused by panics and would protect both
the economy and the public. Who were these founders?
They were the heads of the largest Wall Street banks.
There was much congressional argument and
huffing and puffing, but after extensive hearings and
press coverage legislation was passed that met all of



Wall Street’s primary demands.
The Fed was established as an independent
entity that operated in an area between the private
banking sector and government’s Treasury Department.
A reading of its mission and methods as stated in
its charter reveals an organization graced with
extraordinary powers with little restraint upon their
use, and any attempt to impose such restraint could be
deemed an attack upon its independence. 1
But it is the Fed’s function to protect the public
that we are most concerned with. G. Edmund Griffin in
The Creature from Jekyll Island cites this record:
“Since its inception, it has presided over
the crashes of 1921 and 1929; the Great
Depression of ’29 to ’39; recessions in ’53,
’57, ’69, ’75 and ’81; a stock market “Black
Monday” in ’87 …”2
We can add the brief downturn at the beginning of G.
W. Bush’s presidency and the wide financial calamity at
its end.
These results cannot be considered separately
from the policies that produced them and it is in
the policy area that the Fed has most clearly failed
to provide protection by persistently pursuing an
inflationary policy that has eroded the value of the
dollar by more than 90% since the pre-WWII period.3
The damage that is done to people in our
economic system whose livelihood depends solely on
earned wages is almost total. Lacking other assets
that increase in value in inflationary periods, they are
firmly but gently pushed down the financial ladder of
competition and growth by which our economy and, in
no small measure, our society have come to be defined.
The Fed, of course, was not alone in creating and
maintaining inflationary policy, for, while suspended
between them in its state of “independence”, it
enjoyed the whole-hearted cooperation of government
(Treasury/Congress) and Wall Street’s rapidly growing
banking/financial services industry that served as
guides in our transformation from the world’s largest
creditor to debtor status.
This low interest rates, easy credit, expansionist
money policy fitted as neatly as pieces in a jig-saw puzzle
with the myth of eternal growth that has dominated and
dictated public, corporate and political thought during
the course of our history.
Psychological precedent can be found in the
settling of our large and rich landmass, but that time
ended a century ago and we must employ a much greater
adherence to reality in guiding our society through the
next century.
It is true that our national wealth has increased
greatly, but it is counted in dollars and, if we bear in
mind their past loss of value and the probability that
it will continue well into the future, a more realistic
form of measurement could prove helpful.

FREDDIE AND FANNIE
A bit further from Capitol Hill, in their
expensively landscaped corporate campuses, are the
offices of Freddy Mac and Fannie Mae. These publicly
owned and traded organizations, known as GovernmentSponsored Enterprises (GSEs), were established to
provide liquidity to our residential mortgage market.
While not directly secured by the “full faith and credit”
of the government, the latter’s backing is assumed and
they are plainly seen as “too big to fail”.
Their rather special status has enabled them
to operate with minimal regulation and oversight in
spite of their debt and/or guarantee positions (est. at
over $5 trillion)4 and their debt-to-equity ratios that
are far higher than the largest or most conservative
commercial banks.
Our recent bailout legislation included up to
$100 billion for them, but what they need most is a new
operating mind-set.
Managements at both have been the source of
extensive corruption and self-dealing, most notably
manipulating their public earnings statements in order
to qualify undeserved executive compensation bonuses.
Many millions of unwarranted dollars were paid in
this way and even more in separation pay when the
participating executives were discovered and forced to
leave.

“After all, they were tax payer dollars
and Uncle Sugar was
known to cast a lax eye.”

It was a honey pot way of life. Stick your fist
in the jar and whatever you were able to withdraw was
yours. After all, they were tax payer dollars and Uncle
Sugar was known to cast a lax eye.
When we mention corruption, oversight and
regulation regarding F & F, we are entering an area
of contradiction and denial that tests our credibility.
The trail of malfeasance extends back to the Clinton
administration two of whose appointees made $100M
and $75M in fraudulent bonuses.5
And it’s not as if Congress didn’t know. In the
last decade F&F have spent more than $180 million to
lobby Congress, and Fannie Mae on its own made campaign
contributions to the campaigns of 354 representatives
and senators from both parties.6
Those members of Congress who received the
most money from Fannie Mae were Senators Dodd,
Obama and Schumer and Representative Barney Frank
all of whom served on key committees that dealt
with financial legislation.7 Then Rep. Rahm Emmanuel
received a lesser amount but also was paid $250,000



You may recall the silence after Rep. Wm.
Jefferson (D-LA) was caught on camera in an FBI sting
taking a $100,000 bribe ($90,000 was found in his food
freezer) after which the FBI obtained a warrant to
search his office and files. This set off a panic alarm
in Congress and the charge by both parties that the
FBI’s action violated the government’s separation of
powers!

in 2000 and 2001 from Freddie Mac as a member of its
overly acquiescent board of directors.8
This pattern of corporate corruption, and
Congressional closeness to it, has caused many
comments and calls for investigation, but Congress
protects its own and has succeeded in avoiding any
significant inquiry.

*

*

*
*

One of the more puzzling aspects of our
Congress is its handling, or more accurately nonhandling, of ethical problems of which it certainly has
more than its share. Both the Senate and House have
Committees on Ethics, but on the rare occasions when
matters are referred to them it is hard to discern any
evidence of action.
There have certainly been no open hearings on
members’ ethically questionable conduct, no discussion
on the floor and little in the way of cooperation with
media requests. The Committees on Ethics act like
astronomy’s black holes. No matter what goes in,
nothing comes out.
We are so accustomed to the absence of any
functional ethical mechanism that we tend to accept
it. This is a terrible mistake, as it only makes us less
likely to seek and demand the good government that
was promised in our Constitution.
Unfortunately, Congress does not see that
its abdication of ethical leadership at the top of our
government creates a numbing effect which spreads to
other departments, agencies, etc.

*

No voice speaks with as much authority in
the argument of public protection as that of pension
holders. They are a recent (mostly post-WWII) addition
to the contracts between people and their government
or corporate employers, and their growing demand and
acceptance can be seen as a direct response to the pain
caused by the Great Depression of the 1930s.
Regular, repeated payments by many employers/
employees can quickly build large accumulations of
capital which then have to be managed to provide long
term future benefits.
With the ready participation of labor unions,
industry and local/state/federal governments a major
new element was added to our economy. But with major
money more often than not comes major abuse or error,
and pensions were no exception.

“People die. Greed lives.”

“Strike not; lest ye be struck!”

Within its own halls and walls, it seems that
Congress attempts to cover itself with a patina of
decorum and respectability by referring to each other
as “my honorable friend”, “my esteemed colleague” or
some similarly friendly title, but that’s a tough sell.
It’s been argued that Congress operates on a “Don’t
tell” schoolboy sense of honor, but even that falls flat
in face of the record. Most likely, unethical behavior
has been condoned for so long and is so widespread
because any accusation would engender a counterattack. Better not to rock the boat; there are election
campaigns, pensions, outside compensation, seniority,
committee assignments all to be considered. Strike
not; lest ye be struck!

*



There is always the question, beyond human
control, of whether the pensioner will be around to
enjoy his benefits at the time they come due, and then
its opposite, which is very much subject to human
control, of whether the promised money will be there.
The process of accumulating money over a prolonged
period under someone else’s care requires trust. And
trust can be broken, especially when large sums are
involved. People die. Greed lives.
The generation of the ‘50s thru the ‘70s were
glory days for American industry. We made and shipped
products to all parts of our globe. In this period, as
pensions became more widespread, they also became
one of the key elements in labor contract negotiations,
as they allowed union leadership to claim that it had
secured its members futures far beyond the 65 year
retirement age. This was an enormously important
benefit for both the practice and psychology of
American trade unionism.

But the growth of pensions in labor contracts
became an increasing cost factor to management.
Pension expenses were calculated according to longterm actuarial forecasts with remote results, and they
reduced present profits. Profits fed the flames on
Wall Street and defined the value of salaries, bonuses,
corporate retirement and incentive plans, etc.
Accordingly, many employers engaged in
only partial funding of retirement benefits, thereby
permitting both larger present profits and later
pension payments. This practice, as time passed, led to
more and more companies reporting increasing amounts
of unfunded pension cost liabilities.
In 1974 Congress passed legislation creating
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp (PBGC) to assure
payments to workers enrolled in defined benefit
pension plans in the event of insolvency or some other
catastrophe occurring to the employer.
Notable bankruptcies such as Bethlehem Steel
in 20029 and this year’s General Motors transferred
billions of dollars of unfunded pensions to PBGC
which now carries hundreds of billions of dollars of
corporate pension fund obligations.
Bankruptcy courts regularly move these pension
liabilities from their petitioners to the government via
PBGC in order to complete the bankruptcy procedure
and thereby provide some hope of an orderly dissolution
or rebirth.
In fairness, the PBGC was a well intended effort
to provide protection to a large number of employees
and their dollars. Today it appears that it may soon
qualify for another massive taxpayer bailout.
The reason for this discrepancy, as in many
other instances, is that the legislation’s intention
was not able to withstand the pressures applied by the
private sector to critical elements such as penalties,
vesting, fiduciary requirements and others. Because
so many of the PBGC’s obligations are long-term, it can
continue to exist with occasional infusions of added
funds, but even under these circumstances it is a time
bomb — slowly ticking, perhaps, but still very much a
bomb!
We must recognize, however, that pension
problems can cut both ways, as many communities,
anxious to maintain both municipal services and
labor peace, sign off on absurdly rich contracts that
encourage excessive overtime accumulation, early
retirement at or around age 50 and retirement benefits
at full or nearly full compensation.
Many of the board or commission members who
approve unworkably rich contracts serve short terms
and will not be in office when the results are felt.
Then, it is not uncommon for police, fire and other
public service personnel to commence retirement
with payments in the $100,000 to $400,000 range. The
impact of these policies grows markedly as community
population and service personnel expand and impose

larger payments.
Medical retirement benefits constitute another
serious drain on community finances, as police and
firemen can be guaranteed health benefits for the rest
of their lives after five years of employment.
It is easy to see how these contract obligations
can quickly increase with the passage of time, and
Credit Suisse has estimated “that state and local
governments have a cumulative $1.5 trillion shortfall
in commitments for retiree health care”.10

*

*

*

MEDIA MADNESS



This betrayal visited upon our country is like
no other. It spares no one today and reaches down to
generations to come. It is a profit motivated participation in a broad dumbing down of our population,
especially youth, sponsored by our educational and
commercial sectors and other “special” interests.
Rather than serving as an elevator, it imposes
actual and psychological limitations that inhibit upward
mobility by those at the lower levels of our society.
And its view of our national capabilities even creates a
drag on our leadership.
Time was when our public media consisted only of
print publications — newspapers in every city and town
and a few magazines with mostly local readers. Mass
marketing techniques and mailing methods expanded
our print media to national reach which formed the
foundation of our postwar consumer economy. With
the addition first of radio, and then TV, we engaged in
a marketing and distribution explosion of enormous
variety that continues today and accounts for about
two-thirds of our GDP.
Why do we include it here? Unlike in many
other democratic countries our broadcast media are
privately owned and operated, and yet our media sector
is very much a national institution in close and constant
contact with our sensibilities. It is private and yet it
depends upon use of our public air waves to deliver its
message.
The dividing line, or the line where public
and private meet, is the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) that is charged very specifically
with some functions such as determining transmission
frequencies, granting and renewing licenses and
collecting the revenues therefrom.
It is also charged far more broadly with
responsibility for the broadcast media’s product
content so that it meets standards of decency and the
public interest. The key question, of course, is whose

standards?
With the exception, perhaps, of the Federal
Drug Administration (FDA), whose relationship with the
pharmaceutical industry is notoriously close, it would
be hard to find a government agency that has shown
more supine deference to the industry it regulates.
Until recently, fines were infrequent and for only
token amounts that lacked any deterrent effect.
The entertainment industry is awash in money
and can spend millions in legal challenges to FCC
rulings. Not surprisingly considering the amounts of
money involved, the latter are frequently overturned
on appeal.
The content of most TV entertainment is now
built around sex and violence of any and all kinds.
There is a decided majority of public and professional
opinion that holds that repeated exposure to highly
graphic and detailed images of sexuality and brutality
have had a very unhealthy cumulative effect on our
culture, and especially our children. Hollywood and
its counterparts blow away such criticism and continue
to try to stretch public acceptance to embrace ever
higher levels of shock value.
There is one question, however, behind which
both sides gather their weapons and mount their attacks
or defenses.
Read the accounts of youth gang trials, or young
homicide/rape/assault cases. Denial is always present,
but visibly diminishes as prosecutors make their cases.
At the end, the contest between truth and pretense can
often appear to have been decided.
The origins of our public media lie in the free
press that is guaranteed by our Constitution. This is
their first tie to government. The second is that of the
power of enforcement lodged in the FCC. And the third
is that Congress has the power to create the legislation
that could strengthen both enforcement and industry
standards for its products.
Congress, however, lacks the ability to withstand
the constant pressure applied by the lobbyists who
represent the media/entertainment complex. Money
talks and Congress listens. and that is why one of our
great national institutions fails to protect the public
and why our government is complicit in this failure.
Watch the mayhem,
rape, incest, sodomy,
decapitation and torture that appear on TV 24/7 and
then ask whether, for the benefit of our society, we
have the right to insist that government, through its
control of the broadcast spectrum, take corrective
action.
Part private and part public, our public media
sector is one of the most powerful institutions in our
country — not only because of its wealth, but also
because of its reach. It has access to most of our
nation’s households, and presents an image of our
culture to ourselves and to others around the world.
But by presenting our culture it also creates it, and it

is this result that ensures our media a prominent place
among our institutional failures.

*



*

*

Perhaps no failure of protection is as broad as
that of the North American Union which was initiated by
Pres. Bush II and has been continued by his successor.
This plan establishes a union of Canada, Mexico
and the US which would eliminate the physical borders
on our north and south that now separate these three
countries.
Physical separation, however, is not all that
is scheduled for elimination. Our currency would be
replaced by a new common unit. And the effect upon
our judiciary system would also do away with many
traditional protections. For example, it is stated
in present NAU regulations that any litigation or
disagreement involving any aspect of NAU’s operation
would be assigned to special NAU courts whose judges
or arbiters would be appointed, not elected, and from
which there could be no appeal. Under such a structure
the US would be perpetually faced with the possibility,
if not the reality, of a 2 to 1 opposition.
The NAU is an across-the-board intended
elimination of many of our nation’s constitutional
guarantees.
It strikes equally at our culture,
our currency, our security, our judiciary and our
representative political system, and, as if these were
not enough, throughout its language there is the
spectre that the US will find its range of choice greatly
compromised.
Quite consistent with these future prospects
is the way the NAU has been sponsored so far. It was
announced by Presidents Bush II and Fox of Mexico and
Canadian Prime Minister Harper in 2005 without any
prior public exposure. Since then, each country has
established and funded various committees and working
groups to “harmonize” the necessary operating
elements. These groups are also not afforded any
contact with the public.
They exist in our bureaucratic shadows and are
spread through various departments and agencies of
our government. It is intended that they remain out
of sight until they can “go public” in the form of a
fait accompli. This strategy probably recognizes the
amount of opposition from American voters/taxpayers
that is almost certain to be aroused.
The political footwork will be tricky. The
rhetoric will be sly and false. Congress has avoided
any meaningful oversight and will probably fail in its
duty when the time comes. So, the answer for us, as
with other crises we face, is “Will there be time?” And

also, “Will we have the means?”
If the American people want to engage in a threeway merger with our neighbors with a resultant change
in our form of government, and if they express that
wish through a public vote, or referendum, we would
have to try to be guided by such a decision. The NAU
project has been wrapped in secrecy and deception. On
those rare occasions when it is mentioned publicly it is
referred to as a “trade agreement”.
It may well be that, but it is also much more
with, behind its masks, the power to alter and do away
with much of our democratic republic’s structure and
history. NAU is a cautionary tale in the making which
very clearly reveals the willingness of our Congress
and two presidents to abdicate their constitutional
duties.

*

*

structure along many of our own lines. All of these
are matters of public comment and record.
There is, however, an enormous disconnect
here. The nation building in which America should be
more pressingly engaged is its own. Institutions that
fail to protect fall short in our country on the same
scale, if not more, than those in the lands where our
troops are sent to fight.
But here is the critical difference.
The
president, vice-president or member of Congress. who
frequently cites our duty or success in these matters
abroad, says absolutely nothing about the failure of
spirit and performance in our protective institutions!
They fail, and continue to fail, our history and our
people in ways that are mean, miserable, unfair, cruel,
cheap and dishonest.
Sadly, over time they have developed acceptance
for these ways among themselves and among the
people. The result is that in our government pervasive
corruption is joined to pervasive cynicism. This is an
absolutely lethal combination which, if allowed to
continue, will destroy whatever we have created and
built, whether in the public or private sectors, and
lead us to a dreadful end, whether at our own or other
hands.
Our enemies are many.
Republicans or
Democrats, it makes no difference. The same for the
over 90% reelection rate of incumbent members of
Congress. The extreme right or left fringes? There’s
no help there. The money gang — Wall Street, the
Federal Reserve, the globalist crowd? No, they’re too
busy making money! The Department of Justice? Afraid
not; too many misconceptions there, although the FBI
has done some really fine counter terrorism work.
No, if America is going to cure itself, its people
will have to do it. And therein lies another problem.
The vox populi in America has been muted by two
generations of dumbing down of its public educational
system and media. It is not that the American people
don’t have great energy and good intentions. They do,
but they no longer have the sense of political initiative
that they once did. For the most part they are willing
to let the two major parties set both the pace and the
goals of public politics.

*

MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL
Over the course of the last century and a half
America has found itself fighting in many different
foreign lands where economies and political structures
were much less developed than ours and where,
whatever the proximate reason for our presence, our
efforts came to include nation building.
This has been spectacularly and expensively
true in Iraq and the pattern seems to be about to repeat
itself in Afghanistan and Pakistan. There, when things
prove more difficult than we had anticipated, the lack
of strong, functional governmental institutions is
often cited as a complicating factor that works against
our “success”.
While we may sincerely denounce nation building
as of no interest to us in our early comments about
military ventures, it seems to have an uncanny knack
for appearing later and joining the mission. It is a
task that becomes very difficult to avoid because it can
be used to define the difference between “success”, or
the lack of it.
Transplanting home-grown institutions to
foreign soil is a tricky business and requires a deft
touch. The British were masters at the game in the
nineteenth century colonial era. Our turn comes in a
different world, but, even so, we do not function at the
same level of commitment or skill.
Why is this important? It is because Americans
talk knowingly, and sometimes glowingly, about nation
building and the institutions it requires to favor
success for a new local government.
We spend $800 million on an embassy in Baghdad
and a billion in Islamabad. We have tried to help
the Iraqis form a new government and to rebuild its

“. . . the volume is turned on “high”
and the sound overwhelms the message.”



The two parties were quick to exploit this move
away from individual to mass group consciousness. They
now spend billions of dollars in presidential elections
on many forms of promotion — meaningless debates,
advertising and, of course, parades, crowd control and
other forms of manipulative hoopla. What is missing is

factual explanation, but today on the campaign trail,
as in Congress and throughout our government, the
volume is turned on “high” and the sound overwhelms
the message.

*

*

large web of departments and agencies to implement
its policies. Washington offers these in abundance.
Some are well known to the public; others operate in
considerable secrecy.
Theoretically, they exist to serve the public, or
some part or parts of it. This concept of service often
includes protection of one kind or another, and in the
matter of bureaucratic protective failure the record
of the Dept. of Interior’s Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
is notable by any standard.
We have written about this in detail before11
and will not do so again here. Suffice it to say that
for more than a century the BIA, which was formed to
protect our Native Americans’ interests, engaged in a
massive, purposeful program of fraud, deception and
theft claimed by the Indian tribes in court proceedings
to exceed $130 billion. It is a grimly fascinating
tale which, by the nature of its extent, interest and
result, assigns to the BIA unchallenged leadership in
institutional protective failure within our government’s managerial bureaucracy.

*

In our world of IF Congress, acting on behalf
of the legislative branch, dominates the contamination
and erosion of our representative government.
To achieve the widespread failure to protect
that marks its action takes power. Congress has that
power. It can legislate; it can excuse; it can conceal;
it can pardon; it can specify rewards and penalties;
and, perhaps most cynically, it can delay, deny, deflect
and ignore any reasonable criticism or request for
responsible oversight or inquiry.
In the early ‘30s Representative Arsene Pujo
of LA with the sole assistance of an extraordinary
attorney, Ferdinand J. Pecora (later a distinguished
federal judge in NY), held hearings to determine the
contributory causes of the 1929 stock market crash.
The heads of all the major Wall Street banks appeared
under subpoena to testify. The questions were pointed
and not allowed to go unanswered. It was a unique
exercise in the questioning of enormous power in a
democratic government.
Today, one year after Wall Street’s second
meltdown in the past century, there is no contemplation,
let alone mention, of any public congressional inquiry
into the collapse that required hundreds of billions of
dollars of taxpayer money to repair. There will be no
questions and there will be no answers. The signs that
mark the way from Wall Street to Washington and back
are dollar signs.

*

“And, it is now a law unto itself!”

Regarding Congress, which is at the center of
our widening circle of institutional failures, there
are two things we must understand. Congress has long
been the law of the land. And, it is now a law unto
itself!

*

*

*

Government, however, does not live by
legislation alone. It depends upon an increasingly



*

*

IF to protect does not occur only in our large
or important government entities. It is carried out
on a daily basis in transactions large and small (by
government standards) at all levels.
A decade ago Congress authorized the use of
government credit cards to pay for federal employees’
work-related travel. While the cards were intended
to reduce waste and abuse, the result was quite the
opposite, as charges have almost doubled from $4.4
billion in 1999 to $8.3 billion in 2008.12
Other charges which have worked their way
through our system unimpeded include $1,100 for
internet dating services by a US postmaster; $642,000 by
a Dept. of Agriculture employee for personal expenses
identified as car loans, gambling, etc.; and $3,700 for
laser eye surgery.13
Even more incredible among a list of incredible
items was $100 million of unclaimed refunds for airline
tickets that had been purchased, but not used.14 All in
all, the General Accounting Office (GAO) audit that
provided some of these figures revealed that 41 percent
of all credit card transactions were questionable for a
variety of reasons.15
Sadly, other audits or investigations confirm
this pattern of gross neglect and abuse. The information
is routinely made available to the Congress, but the
practice continues.
Government contracts are also an area of faulty
management and unnecessary expense. All government

least two states – New York and Minnesota – to allow
non-citizens to vote in local elections”. 19
Our voting privilege is one of our earliest and
most treasured institutions, and it is easy to see where
these efforts to weaken it are coming from and what
they hold for the future. For, once non-citizens are
allowed on local voting rolls, pressure for state and
national acceptance is sure to follow, most likely under
the argument that their exclusion would constitute
discrimination and a denial of “human rights”.

contracts over $100,000 are supposed to be evaluated
for performance, but the GAO, in a survey of 23,000
such contracts, discovered that less than a third had
been reviewed,16 and found that multiple contracts
here and in Iraq, including one for $280 million, had
been awarded to contractors with records of prior
defaults.17 As government contracts amounted to over
$500 billion last year, its failures in this area are of
real consequence.
In its stewardship role, Congress often acts
with government institutions. For example, it became
evident as we developed increasing nuclear power
generating capacity that we were creating a polluted
waste problem that had to be dealt with. A joint study
by our Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and Congress’
nuclear regulatory committee proposed about a dozen
sites for waste storage. The nature of the problem
invited a strong public response. After many hearings
and conferences with the states involved, Yucca mountain
in NV was chosen. More hearings and legal arguments
followed, but eventually the process was completed and
construction commenced on an enormous underground
storage facility for the nation’s radioactive waste. It
is now completed at a cost of $13.5 billion, but has been
declared unsafe and will not be used, at least for its
intended purpose. There has been no public comment
by the AEC or Congress as to whether an alternate use
would be possible.

*

And, finally, one last poignant image which at the
institutional level reveals an exercise of contemporary
cruelty that we have come to accept in our society and
which for the victim imposed great personal pain and
helplessness:
Tyler Hurd was a student last year at St.
Cloud University (MN). Because a childhood injury
has left him subject to frequent brain seizures, he
is always accompanied by his black lab service dog,
Emmit, who carries a pouch with instructions for
anyone willing and able to help Tyler in the event
of a seizure.
St. Cloud’s student body also included some
Muslim Somali immigrants who, following the Islamic
line, considered dogs “unclean” and taunted and
threatened to kill Emmit. Hurd was deemed unable
to continue in his classes because of the Somalis’
religious beliefs, and the school has reported it
was trying to reach a compromise so that he could
complete his studies without attending classes
with the offended Somalis. The dean of education
referred to this circumstance as “part of the
growth process when we become more diverse”. 20
It would be understandable if Tyler Hurd and
many other Americans had a take on this matter
that centered more on our sense of history and
fairness.

Another prime area of government’s protective
function is that of the security of our territory and
borders. A report by the Department of Homeland
Security has stated that over the past decade there
have been over 215 instances of Mexican armed troops
entering the US.18 Their presence usually serves
to protect smugglers of illegal drugs or aliens. It
doesn’t make much difference, as both are illegal,
but what shocks the most is that these incursions are
never reported and are allowed to continue without
objection.

*
*

*

A MAN AND HIS DOG

“. . . these incursions are never reported
and are allowed to continue without objection.”

*

*

*

*

*

OUR INSTITUTIONS NOW AND THEN
There is a movement afoot today in our country
to grant voting rights to non-citizens. This has
commenced at the local level and has been successful
in several municipalities, notably Takoma Park, MD;
and the Center for Immigration Studies reports that
“legislation has been formally introduced in a number
of cities, including NYC and Washington, DC, and in at
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We did not come easily to the institutions
that define and sometimes provide necessary support
to our system of government. We tend to take them
for granted today, but many of them were created
simultaneously with our country, and have had to
grow, survive attacks, gain experience and develop the

character and credibility necessary to justify their
existence. Our form of government has, for the most
part, been helpful in this process.
Institutions as a form of protection, however,
are a relatively recent emergence. Before their
arrival, going back in history, man obtained protection
from monarchs, tribal chieftains, and deities, whether
Christian monotheism or the earlier multiple deities of
the Greek, Roman, and Egyptian eras.
Prior to Christianity the innumerable wars that
were waged throughout the known world were often
claimed by their sponsors as means of protecting their
people even when territorial ambitions were also in
play.
But the Christian monotheism of the Old
Testament and God’s covenant with his people introduced
a new element in that civil government came to be seen
as having been delegated authority to provide order,
fairness, justice, mercy and other qualities of life by
God in return for worship.
This pact that offered protection in return for
faith through the medium of government marked the
beginning of institutional development and its role in
government.
Although hereditary monarchies would remain
the dominant form of government until the early
twentieth century, most monarchs took advantage of
the concept of civil government with a divine flavor
and made appropriate religious connections between
their religions and their thrones.
As bloodlines proved to be considerably less
than error-free in the selection of heads of state,
institutions gradually assumed a more important role
in transferring the civil benefits from one generation
to the next, providing continuity and, then, tradition
that could survive the excesses and inadequacies of
monarchic procreation.
When our colonists came to create a government
for our newly independent state, it had on hand the
benefits of both centuries of Christian government
tradition and the years of erratic rule by George III.
This template proved useful in forming institutions and
in nourishing their early growth.
But there is another element that successful
institutions must develop and sustain, if they are to
support government and stay true to their original
purpose. This is a sense of shared mission between
government, the institution and the public. Looking
back over the institutions we have cited here, it is
evident that what is shared is not mission, but rather
its absence. Without this shared sense of mission, as
we have seen, our institutions are bound to fail in their
protective function and will not be able to pass their
historic values on to their successors.
We are now at that stage where too little is
demanded of them, where former goals may no longer
serve and new ones may not be enunciated as the result

of our political polarization. This is a dangerous time
for our republic, if its institutions cannot provide the
strength and support they have in the past.

*

*

*

IF plays no favorites; it cuts both ways, with
double edges. Whether in the private sector (Wall
Street and our media, for example) or in government
(Congress, the BIA) its effect on the people and our
government is equally damaging.
The problem comes partially from the duality of
our institutions. To some degree they are monolithic
with distinctly individual identities. On the other hand,
they depend upon government to feed (i.e. fund) and
staff them and to determine their relevance through
enabling legislation that issues licenses or creates
charters.

“ . . . but their meals come
from the same kitchen.”

What our institutions receive from our
government today is the same fuel that powers
government — corruption, fraud, lack of ethics,
conflicts of interest and control by special interests/
lobbyists. Is it any wonder that so many of our
institutions fail in their protective functions? Our
government and institutions may be eating at different
tables, but their meals come from the same kitchen.
We are faced again, as we have been before
regarding immigration law and other aspects of our
democracy, with America’s dual personality, split
screen and often schizophrenic tendency to speak one
way and act another. We see our institutions as noble,
independent, fair and strong public benefactors, and
yet have turned them into compromised extensions of
all that is wrong and regrettable in our government.
And in the private sector which is only indirectly
financed by government, but makes use of the same
lobbyists and congressional control, its leaders are
able to find their way to avoid public responsibility
without any assistance. Again; different tables, but the
same kitchen.
Only the American people, the vox populi, can
bring about the changes that are necessary. It may be
time to open all the electoral doors and windows, turn
off the lights and yell “Fire” to have a new beginning.
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POLITICAL GPS
America confronts a series of major issues any
one of which could bring disaster on a grand scale.
The failure of our protective institutions is only one of
these. We are also exposed to dangers from population,
immigration, climate change, religious jihad, excessive
national debt and others.
In the best of times any one of these would be
formidable. We are not in the best of times. Mr. Obama
made many promises in his campaign speeches, but
purposefully did not indicate how they would be kept.
He has had a brief honeymoon in Congress which will
not get easier. Some of his methods have disappointed,
but his weakest effort has been the people with whom
he has surrounded himself.
Regardless of how the health bill now turns
out, he has lost support among independents and
moderates of both parties. The congressional elections
next year will bring some wide-open races and inflamed
rhetoric.
Our present view is that the Democrats will
be net losers of seats — perhaps not enough to swing
numerical control, but certainly likely to tighten votes
on key issues, fail to keep control on others and, as a
result, make government in the next two years more
polarized and contentious.
Good government comes from policies fairly
and carefully crafted in the public interest. Policies,
when orderly enacted, produce consequences that are
beneficial and, unless confused by external forces,
controllable. America has not had such government
for a long time.

*

*

*

THE IDEOLOGICAL IMPERATIVE
Democracy does not strive to make every
commoner a king, but is designed to spread evenly
among the people the benefits and responsibilities of
government. This, of course, is not possible in our
presently polarized state ruled by the Ideological
Imperative (II).
The latter is how we armor ourselves against
change, humanity, reason and rationality. As our
resistance to these values grows, so does the likelihood
that we will damage our cultural and societal machinery
beyond repair.
It used to be that science provided us with
broad proof that we accepted, but now even science is
challenged by ideology. Will our political insecurities
now deny science, and us, that comfort?
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The path to political power in our country is
not marked by nuances. This is because our political
process is dominated by our two party system whereby
access to the ballot for all elections is controlled at
the state and local levels. It is there where money,
effort and organization have their greatest impact,
where candidates are selected and where ballot content
is determined.
The two parties are meeting places designed to
attract votes, money and political emotion by forging
one identity with the broadest possible appeal. Their
messages require the continuous exposure that only
broadcast media can provide to be effective.
This is a match made in marketing heaven.
The political parties are able to reach almost every
segment of our national audience with messages that
can be specifically tailored to local constituencies.
And the broadcasters are the beneficiaries of
enormous revenues from the frequently repeated, 24/7
commercials.
Everything operates on a mass scale when our
two party system shifts into its electoral mode. Each
party has repeatedly proclaimed, and actually believes,
that only it can provide solutions to our national
problems. This is nonsense, of course. We go from Bill
Clinton to Bush II and then to Pres. Obama without any
real improvement in our government.
Leading up to last year’s presidential election
we were treated to a series of televised “debates”
among the multiple candidates for nomination. There
was a lot of rhetoric about issues, some real and some
not, and about claims as to what he/she would do, or
not do. There was no statement by any candidate that
embraced a commitment to improve the quality of our
government.
This attitude readily transfers itself to the
general public in the form of a widely held, cynical
belief that we are captive to the ethics, patterns
and structures that we have allowed to shape our
government.
One of the main purposes of our multi-billion
dollar campaign process is to keep the voters of
each party in their own tents — no crossing over, no
leakage. This attempts to diminish the importance of
the independent voter, and has proved in recent years,
as campaigns have become increasingly expensive, to
lessen our democracy.
However, the recent Obama/McCain campaign
was marked by several image factors which encourage
independent and cross-over votes. These factors were
the contrasts between young/old, black/white and
conservative/liberal images.
Mr. Obama created and carried a larger than
usual independent block which found his promise of
change appealing and moved the election to his favor.
It’s quite possible that he has overestimated his
mandate and allowed the political pendulum to move

along its arc beyond the point of national acceptance.
Such is the way of the II. It drives us in too many wrong
directions and the only way we will shake it loose is
for both parties to find ways to bring back centrist,
moderate elements to our political ambitions.

than ever. They will have to be able, not only to protect
the people, but also to support our government, to
maintain their missions. In return government will have
to clean its own stables, to do away with its extensive
corruption and conflicts of interest.
Few people in America today know/understand
our history/Constitution. In politics this means that
arguments are not grounded in a common identity and
people both in and out of government are easily led to
extremes — i.e. polarization, the II.
The cycle continues, for, as the quality of
government is reduced by conflict, so is the mission it
can convey to the public and our institutions.
This is a key moment for our country. It will
require a concerted effort on the part of the public,
the Congress, the executive branch, the private sector
and our governmental institutions.
We have to ask a very important question of
everyone mentioned above. Are we satisfied with the
quality of our government? If we are, then we can
sit back and continue to slide along as we now are.
If not, we had better get the repair program started.
We should not leave this to history; for, if we do, the
outcome could be most unhappy.
Today. America finds itself having its
government, its politics and its culture pushed, pulled
and stretched into forms it has not known before.
As this process has been mostly undertaken without
exposure to the public (i.e., the NAU, for example), its
legitimacy is questionable.
Further drift will only serve those interests
who have taken us this far. We have created a massive
kleptocracy by which our government has quietly taken
from us many of our historical ideals and values.
This process will continue and accelerate unless the
american people can speak with one voice to reverse it.

“ . . . and leaves us to the not so tender
mercies of the worst among us.”

One of the reasons that the II is so damaging to
our government is that it encourages the erosion of
our institutional protection. This failure is a terrible
thing. It is a form of mutually assured destruction
within our government which separates us from our
history. It engenders fear and leaves us to the not so
tender mercies of the worst among us.

*

*

*

Our world rotates smoothly in its majestic
orbit of the sun, but our history moves in fits and
starts — a war here, a plague there, a well-timed
assassination someplace else. It is a moving mass of
technology, personalities, wealth, fear, ambition,
natural resources, politics and chance always ready to
defy predictability.
Leaders come and go; nations appear and vanish;
empires emerge and dominate, but they, too, wind down
and recede into the past. There has never been a
permanent superpower. The global greatness of the
British Empire lasted a century. Hitler’s Thousand
Year Reich came and went in twelve years. Napoleon was
the scourge of Europe, but only for a decade.
Twenty years ago America was the sole
superpower; today we are now the leading superpower,
as China and Russia push their challenges. We must
recognize that being sole superpower is a term-limited
status. The “we’re #1” crowd cannot accept this fact of
history, and their denial is combined with a potentially
fatal sense of entitlement.
Many of the policies we adopt require choices
that set short term goals against long ones, and viceversa, and these considerations, whether economic,
political or military, tend to favor term limits. Error
is never more than a phrase or phone call away. The
calculations required of a sole superpower in our
nuclear armed, computerized, instant everything and
globalized world are so complex as to be unimaginable
as recently as a generation ago.
Looking ahead to America’s place in history’s
flux, we will need our institutions’ protections more
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Solving the
Seasonal Gift Problem
Send a UNIQUE, MEANINGFUL AND INEXPENSIVE GIFT
to friends, family, clients and others, and do away
with holiday anxiety and frustration.
EMINENT DISDAIN, an edited version of the
first five years Of M.O.C. is now
available in a single
volume at the sources listed below:

1) the publisher — Author House
			 Internet — at www.authorhouse.com.
Go to Search – EMINENT DISDAIN and
		 choose the bookstore.
			 By phone — @ 888-519-5121x5023 or
		
888-280-7715
2) Amazon — also on the internet
3) Barnes & Noble — via the internet and/or in
some stores, but stocking/display will vary.
For those with computers, internet sources may
prove quickest as customer service staffs
this year may be reduced do to economic
circumstances and an active flu season.
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